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On  April  26,  2018  the  National  Archive  released  19045  classified  documents  on  the  JFK
assassination:   

In  accordance  with  President  Trump’s  direction  on  October  26,  2017,  the
National Archives today posted 19,045 documents subject to the President
John F.  Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act  of  1992 (JFK Act).   
Released documents are available for download.  The versions released today
were processed by agencies in accordance with the President’s direction that
agency  heads  be  extremely  circumspect  in  recommending  any  further
postponement.

***

The following essay is based on a talk given by Peter Dale Scott at the Third Annual JFK
Assassination  Conference  in  Dallas,  2015.  (Produced  by  TrineDay  Books,  Conscious
Community Events, and the JFK Historical Group.). It was first published by Who What Why
and Global Research on December 24, 2015 

(This is Part 1 of a three-part series. For Part 2, please go here, and for Part 3, go here.)

Why Helms Perjured Himself

I  wish in this essay to show how Richard Helms first lied to the Warren Commission about
the CIA and Lee Harvey Oswald. I argue that his performance, and that of other CIA officials
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up to  the  present,  constituted  significant  obstruction  of  justice  with  respect  to  one  of  this
country’s most important unsolved murder cases.

image right: Peter Dale Scott

Furthermore, we can deduce from the carefully contrived wording of Helms’s lies what the
CIA most needed to hide: namely, that the CIA had recently launched a covert operation
involving  the  name  of  Lee  Harvey  Oswald  (and  perhaps  Oswald  himself),  only  five  weeks
before President Kennedy was killed.

That operation—either in itself,  or because it  was somehow exploited by others—would
appear to have become a supportive part of the assassination plot. It seems almost certain
moreover that the “Oswald operation” became the focal point of the ensuing CIA cover-up,
and of Helms’s perjury.

As I relate in my book Dallas ’63: The First Revolt of the Deep State Against the White
House, there was culpable lying and cover-up from many others in high places, including
individuals in the FBI, the Secret Service, ONI, and probably still more military intelligence
agencies.

For  example,  the  FBI  first  reported  truthfully  to  both  LBJ  and  the  Secret  Service  on
November 23 that a recording of someone calling himself “Lee Oswald” in Mexico City had
been listened to by FBI agents in Dallas, who were “of the opinion that [the man in Mexico]
was not Lee Harvey Oswald”.[1]

Two days later Dallas FBI agents, along with the FBI Legat in Mexico City, reported falsely on
November 25 that “no tapes were taken to Dallas”.[2]  Subsequently the House Select
Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) used this  false report,  compounded by false and
misleading logic, to conclude that there was no “basis for concluding that there had been an
Oswald imposter”.[3]

We should not conclude from the change in the FBI’s story about the tapes that either it, or
still  less the HSCA, was involved in the Kennedy assassination.  It  does however seem
extremely likely that further investigation of the Oswald imposter in Mexico City would have,
one way or another, have led to exposure of the CIA’s Oswald operation exposed in this
essay.

The  CIA  and  FBI  were  not  alone  in  their  post-assassination  falsification  of  facts  about
Oswald. At one point even the Mexican government participated in this high-level cover-up:
It supplied when needed a falsified bus manifest and later a falsified version of its statement
taken from Cuban Consulate official Silvia Durán.[4]

Without  doubt  the  post-assassination  cover-up  of  what  happened  was  high-level,  and
widespread.

But the CIA lies differ from those of other agencies in two important respects. First, the CIA
was lying about Oswald before the assassination,  as well  as after.  Specifically  the CIA lied
about Oswald on October 10, 1963, in two important and lengthy outgoing cables, DIR
74673 and 74830, about which I shall say much more.[5] Second, the CIA lies have also
continued over time, and can be construed as an on-going obstruction of justice.

One does not need to be a conspiracy theorist to recognize this. Tim Weiner, a New York
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Times journalist, has written a well-informed book about the CIA, Legacy of Ashes. In that
book he, like other mainstream journalists, describes Oswald as a lone assassin. And yet he
still acknowledges that the conduct of James Angleton, the CIA’s Chief of Counterintelligence
(CI), was “an obstruction of justice.”[6]

Richard Helms Lies to the Warren Commission, March 1964

Let us now look at Helms’s informative lies about the CIA and Oswald. On March 6, 1964,
from Richard Helms sent an important memo to J. Lee Rankin of the Warren Commission
staff. This memo was the first page of what we know as Warren Commission Document 692,
the so-called “CIA’s Official Oswald Dossier.” In this memo, which was declassified in 1973,
Helms  wrote,  “There  is  attached  an  exact  reproduction  of  the  Agency’s  official  dossier  on
Lee Harvey OSWALD beginning with the opening sheet dated 9 December 1960.”[7]

There was a lot concealed by this sentence. To begin with, the CIA did not have just one
“official  dossier”  on  Oswald  but  at  least  two.  Helms  was  referring  to  the  so-called  201
Counterintelligence file on Oswald.  But  there was at  least  one other  official  Oswald file,  in
the Office of Security. In addition we know of a so-called “soft file” on Oswald maintained in
the Soviet Russia division of the CIA’s Department of Plans, and there may have been more.

Much  more  importantly,  what  Helms  gave  the  Commission  was  far  from  “an  exact
reproduction”  of  the  actual  Counterintelligence  Oswald  file.  Instead  he  transmitted  a
radically  curtailed  version  of  it  in  a  new file  of  March  1964   (XAAZ 22592),  which  the  CIA
much  later  acknowledged  was  a  file  “prepared  [the  CIA’s  word]  for  the  Warren
Commission.”[8] The word “prepared” is important. Like ONI, and almost certainly the FBI,
Helms and the CIA did not deliver “an exact reproduction” of an original Oswald file, but of a
file that had been belatedly “prepared” in March for others to see.[9]

CIA Lies about Oswald, October 1963

In the redaction of this 201 file prepared for the Warren Commission the CIA removed the
most sensitive and relevant portion of the original: a series of cables in and out of CIA
Headquarters concerning Oswald, beginning just six weeks before the assassination.[10] (It
is clear from a much later CIA document that the original copies of these cables were
located in Oswald’s Counterintelligence file, 201-289248).[11] In their place was a sanitized
and in some respects inaccurate description of these messages, supplied earlier as Warren
CD 347 of January 31, 1964. In September 1992 a CIA Memo to the National Archives
admitted that these cables were only “added [i.e. restored] to the ‘pre-assassination’ [CIA’s
quotes] file (XAAZ 22592) after the file was prepared for the Warren Commission.”[12]

(Helms’s  memo  described  the  January  1964  memo  in  the  “prepared”  file  as  covering  “all
substantive  developments  affecting  CIA  in  the  matter  of  Lee  Harvey  OSWALD  from  9
October to 22 November 1963.” We shall  have more to say about this contorted legal
language below, when we come to discuss Helms’s perjury.

As most assassinations researchers know, the suppressed materials began with MEXI 6453,
a cable from Mexico City on October 9, reporting that “an American male who… said his
name [was] Lee Oswald” had spoken of meeting in the Soviet Embassy with the “Consul,
whom he believed [to] be Valeriy… Kostikov.”[13] (The source for this cable was LIENVOY, a
CIA tap on the Soviet Embassy telephone, which produced the tape listened to on November
23 by FBI agents in Dallas.)
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The news in this cable was, if true, important and indeed explosive information. Kostikov
was a known KGB agent, and the FBI believed he was also an assassination agent. True or
false, the news would become even more sensitive after the Kennedy assassination was
blamed on Oswald, setting off what I have called the “Phase One” story that the KGB night
have  been  responsible  for  the  president’s  murder.  It  is  now  firmly  established  that  this
Phase One story (later replaced by the more innocuous Phase Two story that the president
was killed by a lone nut) was the story used by Johnson to persuade Chief Justice Ear Warren
and others to serve on the Warren Commission.

CIA headquarters, in response to this report, sent out two cables on October 10, which
transmitted more information about Oswald that was in places both false and mutually
contradictory.  The cable  to  CIA  Mexico  began with  the claim “Lee Oswald  who called
Sovemb 1 Oct probably identical Lee Henry Oswald… born 18 Oct 1939,” even though the
authors of the cable knew very well the real name of the man born in 1939 was Lee Harvey
Oswald; “Lee Henry Oswald” was a name invented in 1960 by one of the cable’s authors
and used only in some CIA records.[14]

Of the other falsehoods, one will deserve further attention: the claim that “Latest HDQS info
was [State] report dated May 1962 saying [State] had determined Oswald is still US citizen
and both he and his Soviet wife have exit permits and Dept State had given approval for
their travel with their infant child to USA.” [15]

This claim that CIA last heard of Oswald when he was still in Russia was not just absurdly
false, it was a lie. The CIA had received many FBI reports since his return, and we know from
their  CIA Routing Sheets that some of those signing off on the October 10 cable had seen
these reports.  Just two weeks before the cable, the CIA had received an FBI report of
September 24 on Oswald’s arrest in New Orleans; and the Routing Sheet for that report
shows  that  two  of  the  CIA  officers  who  signed  off  on  the  cable  (John  Whitten  and  Jane
Roman)  had  read  it.[16]

(After the two falsified cables were released, CIA Counterintelligence officer Jane Roman was
interviewed  about  them  by  John  Newman  and  Jefferson  Morley.  Faced  with  the  clear
evidence of falsehood, Roman conceded, “Yeah, I mean I’m signing off on something that I
know isn’t true.”[17])
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Explanation for CIA October Lies about Oswald: a Counterintelligence
LCIMPROVE Operation

One explanation for these pre-assassination falsehoods is relatively clear: the cables were
part of a counterintelligence operation. This was confirmed by the release of the MEXI 6453
cable in 1993 with its “action indicator,” LCIMPROVE, no longer redacted.

An  LCIMPROVE  operation,  the  CIA  later  explained  to  the  House  Committee  on
Assassinations,  referred  to   “Counter  Espionage  involving  Soviet  intelligence  services
(worldwide)”,[18] LCIMPROVE operations had targeted Soviet officials in Oswald’s orbit since
at least 1959, when one target was the Soviet consul in Finland (Gregory Golub) who issued
Oswald a visa to enter the Soviet Union.[19] Another LCIMPROVE target in 1963 was a
Soviet  Embassy  companion  of  Valeriy  Kostikov,  who  was  himself  a  target  of  a  CIA
recruitment operation (“REDCAP”).[20]

Another sign that the cables were part of an operation is that the October 10 reply to Mexico
was  authenticated  by  William  Hood,  the  Chief  of  Operations  for  the  CIA’s  Western
Hemisphere Division.[21] In other words, a lie on October 10 in a cable about Oswald was
not necessarily culpable, merely evidence of a counterintelligence operation.

As I have written in Dallas ’63, falsified copies of documents about Oswald, notably from the
State Department, had been used as part of a mole hunt by CI Chief James Angleton from
the time of Oswald’s 1959 “defection” to Russia.[22] However the CIA cables about Oswald
in October 1963 were unprecedented: the first time that the CIA initiated false information
about Oswald and shared it with other agencies.

All of this may have been authorized as part of a counterintelligence operation. But after the
assassination Helms’s concealment of  the existence of  this  operation from the Warren
Commission was a different matter.
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